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Synopsis coming soon.......
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's tragedy of illfated young lovers is accompanied by illustrations from the
author's second-grade class.
"Macbeth like you have never read it before; quick, fun, and
easy tounderstand - just like our other plays: Romeo & Juliet,
and Midsummer."
Retells in rhymed couplets Shakespeare's tragedy about the
Danish prince's efforts to avenge his father's death, with
illustrations by second graders.
Shakespeare for Kids
Shakespeare and Macbeth
Shakespeare's a Midsummer Night's Dream for Kids
Poetry for Kids: William Shakespeare

This edition features ten, unique illustrations throughout and has been
adapted for kids to read easily. The wife of a Scottish lord persuades him
to murder the King for his crown with dire consequences. Shakespeare’s
classic play has delighted readers and film fans for many years. This
version of the story has been specially adapted for kids from nine to
twelve years old. The language and vocabulary are simple, and emphasis
is on action using past, present and future simple tenses. Punctuation
meets UK or USA ESL/CEFR/IELTS Level B2 in most cases, although
there are some 17th Century features of the text which do not comply
and have been left intact to preserve the charm of Shakespeare's text.
The vocabulary in this book is harder than for The Mysterious Affair at
Styles and The Secret Adversary. You should try those books first if you
are not familiar with words like the following: disdaining, undaunted,
distillation, refrain, slaughtered. Lazlo Ferran is a fully qualified English
teacher and teaches in London. He has also published more than twenty
novels, making him the ideal choice to adapt Shakespeare’s stories for
children. Vocabulary Stretcher and UK or USA ESL/CEFR Level B2
editions are also available. Classics Adapted by a Qualified Teacher:
Lazlo Ferran Paperback also available on Amazon: mybook.to/mbkidsgt
Categories: warlock, children's fiction, Ages 9-12, UK Key Stage 1, UK
Key Stage 2, Grade 4, Grade 5, Grade 6, Grade 7, K12, K-12, preteen,
magic, Shakespeare, thriller, fun, crime, 17th Century, Macbeth, witch,
teaching materials, punctuation, horror, Scotland, action, historical,
homelearning, home-learning, home tutor, primaryschool, primary-school,
education books for 4th grade, education books for 5th grade, education
books for 6th grade, education books for 7th grade, home learning 4th
grade, home learning 5th grade, home learning 6th grade, home learning
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7th grade, reading practise 4th grade, reading practise 5th grade, reading
practise 6th grade, reading practise 7th grade, at home tutor reading,
home learning 4th grade, home learning 5th grade, home learning 6th
grade, home learning 7th grade, teaching materials for 4th grade,
teaching materials for 5th grade, teaching materials for 6th grade,
teaching materials for 7th grade, education books for 9 year olds,
education books for 12 year olds, education books for 10 year olds,
education books for 12 year olds, home tutoring books, home learning
ks1, home learning ks1,
"Midsummer like you have never readit before; quick, fun, and easy to
understand - just like Playing with Plays other play: Romeo and Juliet."
Love! Betrayal! Ambition! Tragedy! Jealousy! William Shakespeare's
universal themes continue to resonate with readers of all ages more than
400 years after his death. This wonderful, fully illustrated book
introduces children to the Bard and more than thirty of his most famous
and accessible verses, sonnets, and speeches. From “Shall I compare
thee to a summer’s day?” to “O, she doth teach the torches to burn
bright!” and “All the world’s a stage,” the words and poetry of the
greatest playwright and poet spring to life on the page. The next
generation of readers, poets, and actors will be entranced by these
works of Shakespeare. Each poem is illustrated and includes an
explanation by an expert and definitions of important words to give kids
and parents the fullest explanation of their content and impact. "An
enticing entree to the glories of Shakespeare's verse." —Kirkus Reviews
"A richly illustrated selection of 31 poems and excerpts from
Shakespeare's most popular works. The selected writings provide a
fantastic scope of Shakespeare's oeuvre. ... L pez's illustrations are
intricate, dramatic, and moody; they help bring life and meaning to the
words." —School Library Journal
Library Friendly Edition of original- It's a fresh and lively look at history
written like a tabloid newspaper.
The Melodramatic Version!
The Shakespeare Stories: Much Ado About Nothing, The Taming of the
Shrew, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet
Macbeth for Kids
Shakespeare's Hamlet for Kids
"William Shakespeare's tragedy told in the style of texts, tweets, and status posts"-Over two million Shakespeare Shorts sold! Discover the world of Shakespeare with this
collection of brilliant stories - perfect for readers of all ages. When Macbeth, an ambitious
general of the Scottish army, is told by witches that one day he will be king, he becomes
consumed by thoughts of royalty and greatness. Encouraged by his wife, Lady Macbeth,
Macbeth decides to hasten the prophesy and plots to murder the king, so he can take the
crown... A dramatic retelling of this classic Shakespearean tragedy.
This series offers an excellent introduction to Shakespeare for younger readers. The tales
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have been retold using accessible language and each of the eight plays is vividly brought to
life for a whole new audience.
From the greatest Shakespeare scholar of our time, comes a portrait of Macbeth, one of
William Shakespeare’s most complex and compelling anti-heroes—the final volume in a
series of five short books about the great playwright’s most significant personalities:
Falstaff, Cleopatra, Lear, Iago, Macbeth. From the ambitious and mad titular character to
his devilish wife Lady Macbeth to the moral and noble Banquo to the mysterious Three
Witches, Macbeth is one of William Shakespeare’s more brilliantly populated plays and
remains among the most widely read, performed in innovative productions set in a vast
array of times and locations, from Nazi Germany to Revolutionary Cuba. Macbeth is a
distinguished warrior hero, who over the course of the play, transforms into a brutal,
murderous villain and pays an extraordinary price for committing an evil act. A man
consumed with ambition and self-doubt, Macbeth is one of Shakespeare’s most vital
meditations on the dangerous corners of the human imagination. Award-winning writer and
beloved professor Harold Bloom investigates Macbeth’s interiority and unthinkable actions
with razor-sharp insight, agility, and compassion. He also explores his own personal
relationship to the character: Just as we encounter one Anna Karenina or Jay Gatsby when
we are seventeen and another when we are forty, Bloom writes about his shifting
understanding—over the course of his own lifetime—of this endlessly compelling figure, so
that the book also becomes an extraordinarily moving argument for literature as a path to
and a measure of our humanity. Bloom is mesmerizing in the classroom, wrestling with the
often tragic choices Shakespeare’s characters make. He delivers that kind of exhilarating
intimacy and clarity in Macbeth, the final book in an essential series.
A Midsummer Night's Dream for Kids
Macbeth
Stories from Shakespeare
3 Short Melodramatic Plays for 3 Group Sizes

A rhyming introduction to Shakespeare's life and work is accompanied by letters and
diary entries written by children as if they were the playwright and his family, and
children's illustrations of scenes fron his life.
The works of William Shakespeare come alive in these stunning graphic novels
adaptation using the original Shakespearean dialog. The world-class art, betrayal,
murder, and madness of Macbeth will capture the attention of reluctant readers.
Supplement your traditional Shakespearean sources with the graphic novel adaptation
that will help readers imagine the action like never before. Graphic Planet is an imprint
of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades 5-10.
As You Like It is a popular text for study by secondary students the world over. This
edition includes illustrations, preliminary notes, reading lists (including websites) and
classroom notes.
A portrait of Elizabethan England and how it contributed to the making of William
Shakespeare discusses how he moved to London lacking money, connections, and a
formal education; started a family; attempted to forge his career in the competitive
theater world; grappled with dangerous religious and political forces; and rose to
became his age's foremost playwright. 100,000 first printing.
Shakespeare Stories for Children
Romeo and Juliet for Kids
Will in the World
e. Trauerspiel
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Discover the world of Shakespeare with these fantastic retellings!
Discover the literary world of Shakespeare with these fantastic kidfriendly retellings of his most famous works. From the murderous
adventures of Macbeth to the tragic love story of Romeo and Juliet,
these stories come alive with illustrations throughout that capture
the humor and drama from the original stories. This set is a perfect
introduction to Shakespeare for young readers! Plays: Much Ado About
Nothing The Taming of the Shrew Macbeth Romeo and Juliet
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's comedy about the loves
of the twins Viola and Sebastian is accompanied by illustrations
created by second graders.
Outlines an engaging way to instill an understanding and appreciation
of Shakespeare's classic works in children, presenting a familyfriendly method that incorporates the history of Shakespearean theater
and society.
An adaptation of the classic Shakespeare play by the author's second
grade class.
United States Coloring Book
5 Classic Works Adapted for Kids: A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Macbeth,
Much Ado About Nothing, All’s Well that Ends Well, and The Tempest
A Child's Portrait of Shakespeare
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night for Kids

Explains how the playwright conceived and wrote "Macbeth" and
depicts an early production of the play
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's play about an
enchanted island is accompanied by illustrations created by the
author's students.
Entertaining book brims with information about each of the 50
states. Captions beneath each illustration identify state's
nickname, motto, flower, bird, tree, capital, main rivers,
mountains, and other facts. An excellent educational resource
for use at home or in school.
Macbeth like you have never read it before; quick, fun, and easy
to understand. Designed for 6-17+ actors, kids of all ages, or
anyone who wants to enjoy and loosely understand Shakespeare's
play. What you will get: Fun 3 melodramatic modifications for
group sizes: 6-9 9-12 12-17 Actual lines from Shakespeare's play
mixed in Creatively funny interpretations of the remaining
script A delightfully funny rendition that is easy for ADULTS to
understand too A kid who loves Shakespeare This minimelodramatic masterpiece is sure to be a doorway for your child
to love all the classics. Shakespeare is difficult enough in
class or watching on stage, let alone trying to teach the
stories to children, but as the author's mantra states in the
book, "there is no better way to learn than to have fun " Kids
who have read this have also eventually purchased the entire
Shakespeare works, and have completed 'hero' reports on
Shakespeare at school. Guaranteed to have you and your kids
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coming back for more
Macbeth #killingit
William Shakespeare's Macbeth Retold: A Novel
Much Ado about Nothing for Kids
Twelfth Night for Kids
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's classic play is
accompanied by illustrations from the author's second-grade
class.
Hamlet like you have never read it before: quick, fun, and easy
to understand. Designed for 6-20+ actors, kids of all ages, or
anyone who wants to enjoy and loosely understand Shakespeare's
play. What you will get: Fun 3 melodramatic modifications for
group sizes: 6-7+ 8-14+ 11-20+ Actual lines from Shakespeare's
play mixed in Creatively funny interpretations of the remaining
script A delightfully funny rendition that is easy for ADULTS to
understand too A kid who loves Shakespeare This minimelodramatic masterpiece is sure to be a doorway for your child
to love all the classics. Shakespeare is difficult enough in
class or watching on stage, let alone trying to teach the
stories to children, but as the author's mantra states in the
book, "there is no better way to learn than to have fun " Kids
who have read this have also eventually purchased Shakespeare's
entire works and have completed 'hero' reports on Shakespeare at
school. Guaranteed to have you and your kids coming back for
more
5 Classic works fully illustrated and adapted for young readers,
the Shakespeare Children’s Story Library collects five important
plays in each beautifully crafted slipcase for the beginning
bard. A treasure of delight for any child beginning his or her
adventure with the greatest playwright in history. Includes: A
Midsummer Night’s Dream Macbeth Much Ado About Nothing Alls Well
That Ends Well, and The Tempest
12th Night like you have never read it before: quick, fun, and
easy to understand. Designed for 9-20+ actors, kids of all ages,
or anyone who wants to enjoy and loosely understand
Shakespeare's play. What you will get: Fun! 3 melodramatic
modifications for group sizes: 9-10+ 11-15+ 15-20+ Actual lines
from Shakespeare's play mixed in Creatively funny
interpretations of the remaining script A delightfully funny
rendition that is easy for ADULTS to understand too! A kid who
loves Shakespeare! This mini-melodramatic masterpiece is sure to
be a doorway for your child to love all the classics.
Shakespeare is difficult enough in class or watching on stage,
let alone trying to teach the stories to children, but as the
author's mantra states in the book, "there is no better way to
learn than to have fun!" Kids who have read this have also
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eventually purchased Shakespeare's entire works and have
completed 'hero' reports on Shakespeare at school. Guaranteed to
have you coming back for more!
A Dagger of the Mind
How to Teach Your Children Shakespeare
Shakespeare Stories: A Midsummer Night's Dream
The Story Behind the Play
Over two million Shakespeare Shorts sold! Discover the world of
Shakespeare with this collection of brilliant stories - perfect for readers of all
ages. In ancient Athens, Hermia finds herself in love with Demetrius, who is
engaged to Helena, who has run off with Lysander! The path of true love
definitely does not run smooth for these young lovers... Could the powerful
king and queen of the fairies, Oberon and Titania, solve this tricky problem
of unrequited love? A brilliant retelling of Shakespeare's famous romantic
comedy.
Macbeth like you have never read it before; quick, fun, and easy to
understand. Designed for 6-17+ actors, kids of all ages, or anyone who
wants to enjoy and loosely understand Shakespeare's play. What you will
get: Fun! 3 melodramatic modifications for group sizes: 6-9 9-12 12-17
Actual lines from Shakespeare's play mixed in Creatively funny
interpretations of the remaining script A delightfully funny rendition that is
easy for ADULTS to understand too! A kid who loves Shakespeare! This minimelodramatic masterpiece is sure to be a doorway for your child to love all
the classics. Shakespeare is difficult enough in class or watching on stage,
let alone trying to teach the stories to children, but as the author's mantra
states in the book, "there is no better way to learn than to have fun!" Kids
who have read this have also eventually purchased the entire Shakespeare
works, and have completed 'hero' reports on Shakespeare at school.
Guaranteed to have you and your kids coming back for more!
Retells in rhyming couplets the Shakespearean tragedy about the eleventhcentury Scottish king.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 Shakespeare’s dark and tragic
play retold in a heart-pounding New York Times bestselling thriller from the
author of The Snowman and The Thirst. Set in the 1970s in a run-down, rainy
industrial town, Jo Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a police force struggling
to shed an incessant drug problem. Duncan, chief of police, is idealistic and
visionary, a dream to the townspeople but a nightmare for criminals. The
drug trade is ruled by two drug lords, one of whom—a master of
manipulation named Hecate—has connections with the highest in power,
and plans to use them to get his way. Hecate’s plot hinges on steadily,
insidiously manipulating Inspector Macbeth: the head of SWAT and a man
already susceptible to violent and paranoid tendencies. What follows is an
unputdownable story of love and guilt, political ambition, and greed for
more, exploring the darkest corners of human nature, and the aspirations of
the criminal mind.
Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland
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Shakespeare Stories
As You Like It (2009 Edition)
Oxford School Shakespeare
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